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ABSTRACT 
The Paleocene Tongue River Member of the Fort Union Formation contains trace-fossil associations 
indicative of marine influence in otherwise freshwater facies. The identified ichnogenera include: Arenicolites, 
Diplocraterion, Monocraterion, Ophiomorpha, Rhizocorallium, Skolithos linearis, Teichichnus, Thalassinoides, 
and one form of uncertain affinity. T wo species of the marine diatom Coscinodiscus occur a few meters above 
the base of the member. The burrows occur in at least five discrete, thin, rippled, fine-grained sandstone beds 
within the lower 85 m of the member west of the Cedar Creek anticline (CCA) in the Signal Butte, Terry 
Badlands, and Pine Hills areas. T wo discrete burrowed beds are found in the lower 10 m of the member east 
of the CCA in the little Missouri River area. 
Abundant freshwater ostracodes include Bisulcocypridea arvadensis, Candona, and Cypridopsis. Freshwater 
bivalves include Plesielliptio and Pachydon mactriformis. We recognize four fossil assemblages that represent 
fluvio-Iacustrine, proximal estuarine, central estuarine, and distal estuarine environments. Biostratal alterna-
tions between fresh- and brackish-water assemblages indicate that the Tongue River Member was deposited 
along a low-gradient coastal plain that was repeatedly inundated from the east by the Cannonball Sea. 
The existence of marine-influenced beds in the Tongue River Member invalidates the basis for the Slope 
Formation. 
KEY WORDS: bivalves, diatoms, estuarine environment, Fort Union Formation, Tongue River Member, 
Ostracoda, trace fossils, Paleocene, Williston Basin. 




4HE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER  OF  THE  &ORT 5NION 
&ORMATION &IG 	 TRADITIONALLY HAS BEEN CONSIDERED 






"	  OF  THE #ANNONBALL -EMBER  IN WESTERN .ORTH 
$AKOTA VAN !LSTINE 	 /UR NEW PALEONTOLOGI
CAL FINDINGS INCLUDE ASSEMBLAGES OF TRACE FOSSILS AND 
BODY  FOSSILS  SUCH  AS  OSTRACODES  BIVALVES  AND  DIA
TOMS 4HESE DEMONSTRATE HIGHFREQUENCY ALTERNATIONS 
BETWEEN  FRESHWATER  AND  MARGINALMARINE  DEPOSITS 
4HE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LATERALLY EXTENSIVE MARINE 
BURROWED BEDS AND ZONES OF COAL ACCUMULATION SUG




ENCED BEDS  THAT  ARE  REPORTED HERE  IN  GREATER DETAIL 




  4HE  DISCOVERY  OF  THESE MARINEINFLUENCED  BEDS 
INVALIDATES  THE  USE  OF  3LOPE  &ORMATION  WHICH  WAS 












,-2	 !PPENDIX   LISTS  THE  STRATIGRAPHIC POSITIONS 
AND GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES FOR THE NAMED UNITS PRE











"OYCE  4ONGUES  OF  THE  #ANNONBALL  -EMBER  "ELT 
ET  AL   (ARTMAN  A  B  ,UND  ET  AL 
	 AND THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER FORMS THE TOP 
OF THE &ORT 5NION &ORMATION 4O THE WEST IN EASTERN 
-ONTANA  FLUVIOLACUSTRINE  STRATA  DOMINATE  WEST  OF 
THE #EDAR #REEK  ANTICLINE  ##!  &IGS    AND !	 
4HERE  THE  THICK  REGIONALLY  EXTENSIVE  #COAL  ZONE 
DEFINES  THE  CONTACT  BETWEEN  THE 4ULLOCK  AND ,EBO 










































&IGURE    -AP  OF  7ILLISTON  AND  0OWDER  2IVER  "ASINS 
(EAVY LINE APPROXIMATES BOUNDARY BETWEEN THE (ELL #REEKn
,ANCE  &ORMATIONS  U+  5PPER  #RETACEOUS	  AND  &ORT  5NION 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONGLOMERATE  AND  PRIMARY  CARBONATE  DEPOSITS  ARE 
UNKNOWN  )NTRAFORMATIONAL  CONGLOMERATE  AND  SEC
ONDARY DIAGENETIC	 CARBONATE BEDS AND NODULES ARE 
COMMON
4HE  LOWER   M  OR MORE  OF  THE 4ONGUE 2IVER 
-EMBER  THE  FOCUS  OF  THIS  REPORT  CONTAIN MULTIPLE 
  TO    MTHICK  COARSENINGUPWARD  SEQUENCES  OF 
MUD  AND  FINEGRAINED  RIPPLED  POORLY  CONSOLIDATED 
SANDSTONE BEDS 4HESE SEQUENCES OFTEN TERMINATE IN 
LATERALLY  PERSISTENT  COAL  ANDOR  FRESHWATER  MOLLUSK
OSTRACODEBEARING BEDS  &IGS  AND 	 2ARE CHAN
NEL DEPOSITS ARE COMPRISED OF MEDIUMGRAINED CROSS
BEDDED  SAND  AND  SANDSTONE  UNITS  ASSOCIATED  WITH 
INTRAFORMATIONAL PEBBLES OF CARBONATE NODULES CALI
CHE COAL CLASTS AND FOSSILS 4HE SANDSTONE BODIES ARE 

























  $ESCRIPTION!RENICOLITES  IS  CHARACTERIZED  BY 






OR  INDISTINGUISHABLE  OWING  TO  SPECIMEN  ORIENTATION 
ANDOR  POOR  PRESERVATION  4HE  RESULTANT  SPECIMENS 
OF !RENICOLITES  IN  THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER  THERE
FORE EXHIBIT  AN OVERALL  *SHAPED  FORM 4HE DISTANCE 
BETWEEN  THE  TWO  LATERAL  TUBES  WHEN  PROJECTED	  IS 
GREATER AT THE TOP THAN AT THE BASE WHICH RESULTS IN 
A  SPLAYED APPEARANCE 4HE DIAGNOSTIC  FLARING OF  THE 
APERTURES IS NOT OBSERVED WHICH WE ATTRIBUTE TO THE 
EROSION OF THE TRUE BURROW TOPS
  /CCURRENCE!RENICOLITES  OCCURS  IN  A  RELATIVELY 
HIGHDIVERSITY  BURROWED  BED  !RENICOLITES  BED  &IG 
 4ABLE 	  M ABOVE THE BASE OF THE 4ONGUE 2IVER 
-EMBER  IN  THE  4ERRY  "ADLANDS  AREA  4HIS  BED  IS 
APPROXIMATELY ONE METER THICK AND CONSISTS OF RIPPLE 
AND  CROSSBEDDED  FINEGRAINED  SANDSTONE  4ABLE   
!PPENDIX  4ERRY)) 5NIT 	 !RENICOLITES  IS  ASSO
CIATED  WITH  3KOLITHOS  LINEARIS  4HALASSINOIDES  AND 






  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE!RENICOLITES  COM
MONLY IS ASSOCIATED WITH SANDY SUBSTRATES IN LOWENERGY 
MARINE SHOREFACE AND TIDALFLAT ENVIRONMENTS 4HE BUR
ROWS  ARE  ATTRIBUTED  TO  EITHER  SUSPENSIONFILTERFEEDING 
POLYCHAETES  OR  SMALL  CRUSTACEANS  THAT  CREATED DWELLING 
TUBES IN SOFT SEDIMENT 0EMBERTON ET AL 	
&IGURE    FACING  PAGE  3TRATIGRAPHIC  SECTIONS  FROM  4ERRY 
"ADLANDS DISTRICT 4ERRY )) SECTION LIES  M EAST OF 0ALEOVALLEY 
SECTION AND APPROXIMATELY  M WEST OF -USHROOM #AF£ SEC
TION .OTE  ESPECIALLY  POSITION  OF (IGH $IVERSITY  h(I $v	 
BURROW BED AND !RENICOLITES BED ABOVE BASE OF 4ONGUE 2IVER 
-EMBER  OF  &ORT  5NION  &ORMATION  0LESIELLIPTIO  IN  CROSS
BEDDED SANDSTONE ABOVE (I $ BED AND A PALEOVALLEY  FILLED 































































































  $ESCRIPTION$IPLOCRATERION  COMPRISES  SHALLOW 
5SHAPED TUBES CONCAVE UP	 WITH PROTRUSIVE SPREITEN 




BETWEEN  LIMBS OF  THE BURROWS  IS   TO  CM WITH A 
  CM MAXIMUM DEPTH  OF  PENETRATION $IAGNOSTIC 
FUNNELSHAPED  TOPS  TO  THE BURROWS  AS DESCRIBED BY 
(ØNTZSCHEL  P 7	 WERE NOT OBSERVED /NLY 
PROTRUSIVE  SPREITEN  WERE  OBSERVED  ALTHOUGH  RETRU
SIVE SPREITEN ARE NOT UNCOMMON FOR THIS ICHNOGENUS 
'OLDRING 	
  /CCURRENCE$IPLOCRATERION OCCURS  IN  THE ,ITTLE 
-ISSOURI  2IVER  AREA  &IG    !PPENDIX    ,-2
"  5NIT    AND  ,-2"  5NIT  	  IN  THE 
/PHIOMORPHA BED )N ADDITION TO $IPLOCRATERION TWO 
SITES  WERE  FOUND   M  APART	  THAT  BED  CONTAINS 




























































































































  $ESCRIPTION-ONOCRATERION  IS  CHARACTERIZED  BY 
UNBRANCHED  STRAIGHT  TO GENTLY CURVED VERTICAL BUR
ROWS  WITH  WIDE  FUNNELSHAPED  TOPS  4HIN  BURROW 
LININGS  ARE  PRESENT  "URROW  DIAMETERS  RANGE  FROM 
n CM AT THE BASE INCREASING TO WIDTHS OF n 
CM AT FUNNEL TOPS "URROW LENGTHS AVERAGE n CM 
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  /CCURRENCE3PECIMENS  OF -ONOCRATERION  WERE 
FOUND AT 3IGNAL "UTTE 4ERRY "ADLANDS AND THE ,ITTLE 
-ISSOURI  2IVER  STUDY  AREAS  4HE  BURROWED  BED  AT 
3IGNAL "UTTE IS NAMED THE -ONOCRATERION BED BECAUSE 
OF THE HIGH RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF TRACE FOSSILS 4ABLE 





2IVER  AREA  &IG    !PPENDIX    ,-2" 5NIT 
	
  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE3PECIMENS  OF 
-ONOCRATERION  FROM  THE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER  ARE 
SIMILAR  TO  THOSE  REPORTED  IN  MARINE  SANDSTONES  OF 
THE 5PPER -ANNVILLE 'ROUP ,OWER #RETACEOUS	 OF 










  $ESCRIPTION/PHIOMORPHA  IS  CHARACTERIZED  BY 
BRANCHING  THREEDIMENSIONAL  BURROW  SYSTEMS  THAT 
COMPRISE  SHAFTS  AND  TUNNELS  CONTAINING  WELLDEVEL
OPED  LININGS  OF  AGGLUTINATED  SEDIMENT "URROW  LIN
INGS  ARE  SMOOTH ON  THE  INTERIOR  AND  THEY  ARE  CHAR
ACTERISTICALLY  PELLETED  ON  THE  EXTERIOR  "URROW  SYS
TEMS RANGE FROM SIMPLE TO COMPLEX WITH IRREGULARLY 
SPACED  9SHAPED  BRANCHES  /UTSIDE  BURROW  DIAM
ETERS ARE  CM OR ONLY SLIGHTLY GREATER 4HE BURROW 
WALLS  ARE n MM THICK WITH  SMOOTH  INTERIORS  AND 
MAMMALATED  EXTERIORS  4HE  POORLY  FORMED  PELLETS 
ARE APPROXIMATELY  MM IN DIAMETER 3OME BURROWS 








BY  VAN  !LSTINE  	  IN  THE MUCH  OLDER  4HREE 6 
4ONGUE OF THE #ANNONBALL -EMBER BOTH SITES IN THE 













4HESE  DWELLING  BURROWS  WERE  CREATED  BY  DECAPOD 













#HAPLIN    FIGS  n	  TO  DISTINGUISH  IT  FROM 
2HIZOCORALLIUM
&IGURE    FACING  PAGE      0HOTOGRAPHS  OF  !RENICOLITES 




















  /CCURRENCE2HIZOCORALLIUM  WAS  FOUND  ONLY 













  $ESCRIPTION  3KOLITHOS  LINEARIS  IS  CHARACTERIZED 














  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE3KOLITHOS  LIN
EARIS  OCCURS  IN  A WIDE  RANGE OF PALEOENVIRONMENTAL 
SETTINGS  FROM  DEEPWATER  TO  SHALLOWWATER MARINE 
,INED  BURROWS  ARE  THOUGHT  TO  BE  ASSOCIATED  WITH 
MARINE TO BRACKISH ENVIRONMENTS 7IGHTMAN ET AL 
  0EMBERTON  ET  AL  	   4HE  LIVING MARINE 
POLYCHAETES /NUPHIS MICROCEPHALA  SEE  #URRAN  AND 














  $ESCRIPTION)N  VERTICAL  SECTIONS  &IG  "	 
4EICHICHNUS  MOST  COMMONLY  APPEARS  AS  A  SERIES  OF 
TIGHTLY PACKED CONCAVE UPWARD CRESCENTIC LAMINAE 




ONE BURROW OVER  ANOTHER 4HE  LARGEST  SPECIMENS OF 
4EICHICHNUS n CM	 OCCUR IN BEDS IN WHICH ICH
NOGENERIC DIVERSITY IS RELATIVELY HIGH





  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE0EMBERTON  ET 
AL  P 	 CONSIDERED 4EICHICHNUS AS AN INDI









  $ESCRIPTION4HALASSINOIDES  IS  CHARACTERIZED  BY 
THREEDIMENSIONAL  BURROW  SYSTEMS  THAT  COMPRISE 
SMOOTHWALLED  CYLINDRICAL  SEGMENTS  WITH  9  TO  4
SHAPED BRANCHING 4HE UNLINED BURROWS ARE APPROXI
MATELY  TO  CM IN DIAMETER 4HE LARGER DIAMETER 
&IGURE    FACING  PAGE    0HOTOGRAPHS  OF  /PHIOMORPHA 
2HIZOCORALLIUM  AND 3KOLITHOS ! /PHIOMORPHA  ON  A BEDDING 
SURFACE IN /PHIOMORPHA BED ,ITTLE -ISSOURI 2IVER AREA .ORTH 
$AKOTA &IG  !PPENDIX  ,-2" 5NIT 	 .OTE TUN
NELS AND CROSS  SECTION OF A  SHAFT 4UNNEL NEXT  TO  SCALE  IS AT A 
 ANGLE TO BEDDING SURFACE 4HIS BED CONSISTS OF YELLOW VERY 
FINEGRAINED  CURRENTRIPPLED  AND  TABULAR  CROSSBEDDED  SAND
STONE "  "EDDINGPLANE  VIEW  OF  SPECIMEN  OF 2HIZOCORALLIUM 
FROM 0INE (ILLS AREA NEAR ,OCATE -ONTANA !PPENDIX  0(
" 5NIT 	 4HIS BED IS A YELLOWISH FINEGRAINED MUDDY 










































CAL  GENTLY  CURVED  BURROWS  THAT 
ARE  COMMONLY  OBLIQUE  TO  BED
DING  4HE  BURROWFILL  TYPICALLY 
HAS A MENISCATE STRUCTURE "URROW 
DIAMETER  IS  APPROXIMATELY    CM 
AND  THE  BURROW  LENGTHS  TYPICALLY 
EXCEED  CM
  /CCURRENCE!  SINGLE  SPECI
MEN OF THIS BURROW OCCURS IN THE 
-ONOCRATERION BED AT 3IGNAL "UTTE 
!PPENDIX    SECTION  3")) 5NIT 
	 AND TWO ADDITIONAL SPECIMENS 
OCCUR  IN  THE (IGH $IVERSITY  (I 
$	  BURROW  BED  4ERRY  "ADLANDS 





ABBREVIATED  TAXONOMIC  NOTES  FOR 
DIATOMS  BIVALVES  AND  OSTRACODES 
COLLECTED  FROM  THE  4ONGUE  2IVER 
-EMBER  "IVALVE  CLASSIFICATION 
FOLLOWS  (ARTMAN  AND  !NDERSON 
	  AND  !NDERSON  ET  AL  IN 
REVIEW	  /STRACODE  DESCRIPTIONS 
FOLLOW  THE  CLASSIFICATION  SCHEME 






#OSCINODISCUS  FROM  THE  4ONGUE 
2IVER  -EMBER  RESEMBLE  THE 
0ALEOCENE  SPECIES  #OSCINODISCUS 
MORSIANUS  'RUNOW	  3IMS  CF 
3IMS  	  &IGURES  !  AND  " 





LAMINATED  SANDSTONE "URROW  IS  HORIZONTAL  TO  SLIGHTLY  OBLIQUE  TO  BEDDING  SURFACE 











































ET  AL  	  %XPECTED  NORMALMARINE  ASSEMBLAGES 
WOULD ALSO INCLUDE (EMIAULUS 4RINACRIA 3HESHUKOVIA 
AND  3TEPHANOPYXIS  EG  (ARWOOD    &ENNER 
  4APIA  AND  (ARWOOD  	  4HEIR  ABSENCE 
IN THE 4ONGUE 2IVER SAMPLES IS ATTRIBUTED TO A COM
BINATION  OF  LOWERSALINITY  DEPOSITIONAL  CONDITIONS 
AND  TO POSTBURIAL  TAPHONOMIC DISSOLUTION OF  THESE 
SMALL DELICATE MARINE SPECIES #OSCINODISCUS HAS NOT 






















  2EMARKS%XTENDED  REMARKS  ON  THE  NOMEN






































  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE!NDERSON  ET 
AL  IN REVIEW	 CONSIDER 0ACHYDON MACTRIFORMIS  TO BE 









CIATED  WITH  FRESHWATER  BIVALVES  IN  THE  ,UDLOW  AND 
4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBERS IN WESTERN .ORTH $AKOTA AND 



















STIGMATA  ORGANIZED  INTO  A  SUBOBLIQUE  TO  VERTICAL 
ARRAY 4HE CARAPACE IS COMMONLY RETICULATE AND SMALL 
PUSTULES ARE COMMON
  2EMARKS"ROUWERS  AND  $E$ECKKER  	 
ILLUSTRATED A SPECIES OF #YPRIDOPSIS FROM $ANIAN NON
MARINE  STRATA  IN  !LASKA  THAT  RESEMBLES  THE  TAXON 
DESCRIBED HERE
  /CCURRENCE'EOGRAPHIC PALEOECOLOGICAL AND STRATI










ILLUSTRATED  SPECIES  OF  #ANDONA  FROM  THE  0ALEOCENE 
&ORT 5NION &ORMATION AND THE ARCHIVED MATERIAL WE 
HAVE WILL REQUIRE FURTHER TAXONOMIC CONSIDERATION






TO  ENCOMPASS  BISULCATE  FORMS  OF #YPRIDEA "OSQUET 
 7E REGARD "ISULCOCYPRIDEA AS A VALID GENUS ON 
THE BASIS OF  ITS  SULCATION   4HIS GENUS  IS POTENTIALLY 
A  TRANSITIONAL  FORM  BETWEEN  THE  -ESOZOICnEARLY 








  2EMARKS3WAIN  	  PROVIDED  A  DETAILED 
DESCRIPTION OF THIS OSTRACODE )T IS EASILY IDENTIFIED BY 
ITS TWO SULCI OBSERVED IN THE MEDIAN REGION DIRECTLY 
BELOW  THE  DORSUM	  7E  REASSIGN  THIS  SPECIES  TO 
"ISULCOCYPRIDEA ARVADENSIS BECAUSE THE SULCI CARAPACE 
OUTLINE AND ADDUCTOR MUSCLE  SCARS  SATISFY  THE CRITE
RIA 3OHN 	 DIAGNOSTIC FOR THE GENUS 4UBERCLES 
ARE COMMON ON SOME SPECIMENS AND 3WAIN 	 
REGARDED  THESE  AS  A  NEW  SUBSPECIES  OF  )LYOCYPRIS 
ARVADENSIS 4HE NODEING HOWEVER PROBABLY IS AN ECO
PHENOTYPIC  RESPONSE  TO  CHANGING  WATER  CHEMISTRY 
DURING CARAPACE DEVELOPMENT #ARBONEL ET AL 	 






#ANDONA  OCCUR  IN  THE  6AN  $AELE  SHELL  BED  WITH 
0ACHYDON MACTRIFORMIS  &IG   !PPENDIX    SECTION 
,-2"! 5NIT  	  4HIS  OSTRACODE  ASSEMBLAGE 
COMPRISES BOTH ADULT AND JUVENILE SPECIMENS AND THE 
CARAPACES TYPICALLY ARE DISARTICULATED
  0ALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE3WAIN  	 
ILLUSTRATED "ISULCOCYPRIDEA ARVADENSIS FROM THE 4ONGUE 
2IVER -EMBER OF -ONTANA "ROUWERS AND $E$ECKKER 
	  ILLUSTRATED A  SIMILAR  SPECIES  FROM NONMARINE 
$ANIAN STRATA IN !LASKA 4HE #YPRIDEINAE ARE EXCLU
SIVELY NONMARINE AND THE OCCURRENCE OF " ARVADENSIS 









NOFOSSILBEARING  UNITS  INCLUDE  THE  -ONOCRATERION 





























!LL  EIGHT  ICHNOGENERA  IN  THE  4ONGUE  2IVER 
-EMBER  HAVE  BEEN  DOCUMENTED  IN  #RETACEOUS  TO 
(OLOCENE MARINE DEPOSITS  #URRAN  AND &REY  
"ELT  ET  AL    #URRAN   7IGHTMAN  ET  AL 
 0EMBERTON ET AL 	 4HE MOST UBIQUITOUS 
TRACE FOSSILS INCLUDE 3KOLITHOS LINEARIS AND 4EICHICHNUS 
4HE  OTHER  TRACE  FOSSILS  !RENICOLITES $IPLOCRATERION 
-ONOCRATERION  AND  4HALASSINOIDES  ARE  LESS  WIDE
SPREAD  AND  /PHIOMORPHA  AND  2HIZOCORALLIUM  ARE 
CONFINED TO ONLY TWO OF OUR STUDY SITES 4ABLE 	 7E 
RECOGNIZE  THREE  ESTUARINE  ASSEMBLAGES  AS  BASED  ON 
THE OCCURRENCE AND DIVERSITY OF TRACE FOSSILS 7E ALSO 
RECOGNIZE AN OSTRACODE AND BIVALVEDOMINATED NON








2IVER  AREA  &IG  	  !SSOCIATED  ICHNOGENERA  INCLUDE 
$IPLOCRATERION  -ONOCRATERION  3KOLITHOS  LINEARIS 
4EICHICHNUS  AND  4HALASSINOIDES  7E  INTERPRET  THIS 
















  ,OWDIVERSITY  BEDS  CONTAINING  3KOLITHOS  LINEARIS 
AND  RARE 4EICHICHNUS  ARE UBIQUITOUS  THROUGHOUT  THE 
STRATIGRAPHIC INTERVAL AND WE REGARD THIS ASSEMBLAGE 
AS  AN  INDICATOR  FOR  OLIGOHALINE  PROXIMAL  ESTUARINE 
DEPOSITS &IG 	 0EMBERTON ET AL 	 REGARDED 
3 LINEARIS AS AN INDICATOR FOR ,OWER #RETACEOUS ESTUA
RINE  POINTBAR  DEPOSITS  IN !LBERTA 4HE PRESENCE  OF 




  4HE POORLY  LITHIFIED MUDS OF  THE 4ONGUE 2IVER 
-EMBER  CONTAIN  ABUNDANT  FRESHWATER  BODY  FOS
SILS  THAT  INCLUDE  CHAROPHYTES  VIVIPARID  GASTROPODS 















-EMBER  AND  THE ABSENCE OF MARGINALMARINE  FORA





  4HE  PALEONTOLOGICAL  EVIDENCE  SUGGESTS  THAT  THE 
TYPICAL  NONMARINE  DEPOSITION  OF  THE  4ONGUE  2IVER 
-EMBER WAS INTERRUPTED BY MARINE INCURSIONS FROM 
THE #ANNONBALL 3EA  THAT  LAY  TO  THE EAST "EDS WITH 
MARINE  TRACE  FOSSILS  REPRESENT BRIEF  TRANSGRESSIONS OF 
THE  SHORELINE  INTO  AN  OTHERWISE  NONMARINE  DEPOSI
TIONAL SETTING
  4HE INTIMATE ASSOCIATION OF MARINE AND FRESHWA
















  3TRATA  IN  THE 0INE (ILLS  AREA  "ELT  ET  AL   
FIG 	 SHOW FIVE BURROWED BEDS THAT ARE SPACED IRREG






























THE  CORRELATION  OF  THE  -ONOCRATERION  !RENICOLITES 
OR  2HIZOCORALLIUM  BEDS  EASTWARD  WITHIN  THE  UPPER 






  4HE 4ONGUE 2IVER -EMBER  OF  THE  &ORT 5NION 
&ORMATION  CONTAINS  MARINEINFLUENCED  TRACE  FOS
SILS  IN  SANDY BURROWED BEDS  THAT  LIE WITHIN  SPECIFIC 
STUDY  AREAS  BETWEEN  3IGNAL  "UTTE  ON  THE  WEST  AND 
THE ,ITTLE -ISSOURI 2IVER DISTRICT ON THE EAST &IG 	 
&INEGRAINED SANDSTONE UNITS YIELD EIGHT MARINE ICH
NOGENERA  4HE MARINE  DIATOM #OSCINODISCUS  OCCURS 
IN  BASAL  SANDSTONE  UNITS  AT  TWO  LOCALITIES  ONE  IN 
EASTERN  -ONTANA  AND  ONE  IN  SOUTHWESTERN  .ORTH 
$AKOTA  7E  RECOGNIZE  THE  FOLLOWING  ENVIRONMEN
TALLY  CONTROLLED  FOSSIL  ASSEMBLAGES  	  DISTAL  ESTU
ARY  DOMINATED  BY /PHIOMORPHA  	  CENTRAL  ESTU











  4HE  AUTHORS  GREATLY  APPRECIATE  FUNDING  AS  FOL
LOWS  "ELT  &ACULTY  2ESEARCH  !WARD  !MHERST 
#OLLEGE	  4IBERT  #&#$  'RANT  3MITH  #OLLEGE	 
$IEMER  &ACULTY  $EVELOPMENT  'RANT  5NIVERSITY 
OF  .ORTH  #AROLINA	  (ARTMAN  53  $EPARTMENT 
OF  %NERGY  .ATIONAL  'EOGRAPHIC  3OCIETY  .ATIONAL 
#OAL  2ESOURCES  $ATA  3YSTEM  AND  THE  .ORTH 






  4HE  AUTHORS  THANK  THE  FOLLOWING  FOR  THEIR 




AND 'EOLOGY	  3TAN ,UFT  53 'EOLOGICAL  3URVEY	 
"OB -ARSHALL "UREAU OF ,AND -ANAGEMENT	 -ARK 


















DECEASED	  $R  $ONALD  "EUMER  -RS  ,YNN 
-C&ARLAND  -R  7ILLIAM  +  *OHNSON  -R  -ERLE 
#LARK -R #LYDE 6 "ROWN AND -R *OHN "ROWN
  2ESEARCH  PROJECTS  BY  THE  FOLLOWING  UNDERGRAD
UATE  STUDENTS  ARE  MUCH  APPRECIATED  2USS  !BELL 
"ARRET #OLE +EVIN #ONWAY +IRK *OHNSON "ARNABY 
2OCKWELL  3USAN  %  (  3AKIMOTO  6ALERIE  4AMM 
"OB  7ASKOWITZ  AND  "ONNIE  7ONG  4HANKS  TO 
2OCKY -OUNTAIN 'EOLOGY V  NO  P n  FIGS  TABLE  APPENDIX *ULY   
&/24 5.)/. &/2-!4)/. 7),,)34/. "!3).




  4HIS  REPORT  IS  DEDICATED  TO  THE  LATE  2OBERT 7 


















CUPREA  AS  CURRENT  VELOCITY  INDICATORS  AND  AS  ANALOGS  FOR 
3KOLITHOS-ONOCRATERION  IN #URRAN ( !  ED "IOGENIC 
STRUCTURES 4HEIR USE IN INTERPRETING DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRON
MENTS  4ULSA  3OCIETY  OF  %CONOMIC  0ALEONTOLOGISTS  AND 
-INERALOGISTS 3PECIAL 0UBLICATION NO  P n
"ELT % 3  3COTTISH #ARBONIFEROUS CYCLOTHEM PATTERNS AND 
THEIR  PALEOENVIRONMENTAL  SIGNIFICANCE  IN "ROUSSARD - 
, ED $ELTA MODELS FOR EXPLORATION (OUSTON (OUSTON 
'EOLOGICAL 3OCIETY P n




.EUVIÞME  #ONGRÞS  )NTERNATIONAL  DE  3TRATIGRAPHIE  ET  DE 
'£OLOGIE DU #ARBONIFÞRE #OMPTE 2ENDU V  P n









OF  FLUVIODELTAIC  FACIES  TO  COAL  DEPOSITION  IN  THE  LOWER 
&ORT 5NION &ORMATION  0ALEOCENE	  SOUTHWESTERN .ORTH 
$AKOTA  IN  2AHMANI  2  !  AND  &LORES  2  -  EDS 
3EDIMENTOLOGY  OF  COAL  AND  COALBEARING  SEQUENCES 
/XFORD  "LACKWELL  3CIENTIFIC  0UBLICATIONS  )NTERNATIONAL 












"ELT %  3 $IEMER  * ! 6UKE 3 - "EUTNER % #  AND 
#OLE " 3  4HE %KALAKA -EMBER OF THE &ORT 5NION 







5NION  &ORMATION  0ALEOCENE	  WESTERN 7ILLISTON  "ASIN 
53! 2OCKY -OUNTAIN 'EOLOGY V  P n
"ENSON 2 ( "ERDAN  * - VAN DEN "OLD 7 ! AND  
OTHERS    4REATISE  ON  INVERTEBRATE  PALEONTOLOGY  IN 

















AND  $ANIAN  OSTRACODE  FAUNAS  FROM  NORTHERN  !LASKA 
2ECONSTRUCTIONS  OF  ENVIRONMENT  AND  PALEOGEOGRAPHY 
0ALAIOS V  P n
#ARBONEL  0  #OLIN  *0  $ANIELOPOL  $  ,  ,OFFLER  ( 
AND .EUSTRUEVA  )    0ALEOECOLOGY  OF  LIMNIC  OSTRA




#HACON"ACA  %  "ERALDI#AMPESI  (  #EVALLOS&ERRIZ  3 
2 3 +NOLL ! ( AND 'OLUBIC 3   -A NON
MARINE DIATOMS  FROM NORTHERN -EXICO 'EOLOGY  V   
P n
#HAPLIN  *  2    )CHNOLOGY  OF  TRANSGRESSIVEnREGRESSIVE 
SURFACES  IN MIXED  CARBONATESILICICLASTIC  SEQUENCES  EARLY 
0ERMIAN  #HASE  'ROUP  /KLAHOMA  IN  7ITZKE  "  * 
,UDVIGSON ' !  AND $AY  *  EDS  0ALEOZOIC  SEQUENCE 















NEARSHORE  ENVIRONMENT  %NGLISHTOWN  &ORMATION  OF 
$ELAWARE 53! IN #URRAN ( ! ED "IOGENIC STRUC
TURES  4HEIR  USES  IN  INTERPRETING  DEPOSITIONAL  ENVIRON
MENTS  4ULSA  3OCIETY  OF  %CONOMIC  0ALEONTOLOGISTS  AND 
-INERALOGISTS 3PECIAL 0APER NO  P n
#URRAN ( !  AND &REY 2 7  0LEISTOCENE  TRACE  FOS




















ENVIRONMENTS -ODELS  FOR  EXPLORATION 4ULSA  3OCIETY OF 




OGY  OF  &ORT 5NION  COAL  IN  THE 7ILLISTON "ASIN  IN  &ORT 
5NION  !SSESSMENT  4EAM    2ESOURCE  ASSESSMENT  OF 
SELECTED  4ERTIARY  COAL  BEDS  AND  ZONES  IN  THE  NORTHERN 
2OCKY -OUNTAINS AND 'REAT 0LAINS REGION 53 'EOLOGICAL 
3URVEY 0ROFESSIONAL 0APER ! #HAPTER 7&  P








$EVONIAN	  .ORTH  $EVON  %NGLAND  0ALØONTOLOGISCHE 
:EITSCHRIFT V  P n
(ØNTZSCHEL  7    4RACE  FOSSILS  AND  PROBLEMATICA  IN 
4EICHERT  #  ED  4REATISE  ON  INVERTEBRATE  PALEONTOL






"OWMAN  .ORTH  $AKOTA  .ORTH  $AKOTA  'EOLOGICAL 
3OCIETY  0IONEER  4RAILS  2EGIONAL -USEUM  *UNE  n 
 "OWMAN .ORTH $AKOTA	 P n
????? B 4HE TYPE AREAS OF THE 0ALEOCENE 3LOPE &ORMATION 






INFLUENCE  OF  THE  LAST  INTERIOR  SEAWAY  IN  .ORTH  $AKOTA 
0ALEOCENE #ANNONBALL &ORMATION	  IN NONMARINE STRATA 
&ORT 5NION 'ROUP	  2EEVALUATION  OF  A  CORBULID  USING 

































UND 7EALDEN 3ENCKENBERGIANA ,ETHAEA  V   P  n

-EEK  &  "    !  REPORT  OF  THE  INVERTEBRATE  #RETACEOUS 







2IVER  !CADEMY  OF  .ATURAL  3CIENCES  OF  0HILADELPHIA 
0ROCEEDINGS V  P n
-YROW 0 -   4HALASSINOIDES  AND  THE  ENIGMA OF  EARLY 
0ALEOZOIC OPENFRAMEWORK BURROW SYSTEMS 0ALAIOS V  
P n
0ECK  2  %    .ONMARINE  OSTRACODES    THE  SUBFAM
ILY #YPRIDEINAE IN THE 2OCKY -OUNTAIN AREA *OURNAL OF 
0ALEONTOLOGY V  P n
0EMBERTON  3  '  3PILA  -  0ULHAM  !  *  3AUNDERS  4 
-AC%ACHERN * ! 2OBBINS $ AND 3INCLAIR ) +  















3IMS  0  !    3OME  #RETACEOUS  AND  0ALEOCENE  SPECIES 
OF  #OSCINODISCUS  !  MICROMORPHOLOGICAL  AND  SYSTEMATIC 
STUDY $IATOM 2ESEARCH V  P n
3OHN ) '  .ONMARINE OSTRACODES OF %ARLY #RETACEOUS 
AGE  FROM  THE  0INE  6ALLEY  QUADRANGLE  .EVADA  53 
'EOLOGICAL 3URVEY 0ROFESSIONAL 0APER "  P
3TRELNIKOVA .  )  &OURTANIER % "ARRON  * ! +OCIOLEK  * 
0 -AHOOD !  AND 3PAULDING  3 !    3PECIES  OF 
THE  GENUS  #OSCINODISCUS  %HRENBERG  FROM  THE  %OCENE  OF 
#ALIFORNIA  IN  *OHN  *  ED  TH  )NTERNATIONAL  $IATOM 






.EW  9ORK  %LSEVIER $EVELOPMENTS  IN  0ALEONTOLOGY  AND 
3TRATIGRAPHY  P
4APIA 0 4 AND (ARWOOD $ -  5PPER #RETACEOUS 
























7IGHTMAN $ -  0EMBERTON  3 '  AND  3INGH #   
$EPOSITIONAL MODELING  OF  THE 5PPER -ANNVILLE  ,OWER 
#RETACEOUS	 EAST CENTRAL !LBERTA )MPLICATIONS FOR THE REC
OGNITION OF BRACKISH WATER DEPOSITS  IN ,IDZ " (  ED 






























































3"))  BASE  AT  UPPER  ,EBO  $COAL  TOP  AT 






|  QUADRANGLE	 WERE  USED  IN  PREVIOUS  RESEARCH  BY 
"ELT ET AL 	
,IST OF MEASURED SECTIONS
0(" 37  3EC 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 2  %
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